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Abstract
A new method of deriving the cosmological evolution of radio AGN is described which
is based on the premise of unified models for quasars and radio galaxies.
The ‘starburst vs monster’ debate takes place on several levels, for example the relation
between starburst and AGN nuclear activity[1] and between background contributions[2]. The
original version of the Madau diagram [3] led several authors in early 1997 to note the similarity
between the cosmic histories of AGN and star formation rate [4, 5]. The Madau diagram has
evolved [6], as has our view of how to determine space densities of AGN [7, 8]. Here we briefly
set out this new view of the cosmic history of radio AGN, a history which must be correctly
described if the relation between AGN and star-formation activity is to be understood.
Previous analyses assumed two radio-AGN populations (e.g. [9]) based on radio spectrum:
‘flat-spectrum’ (core-dominated, and predominantly quasars) and ‘steep-spectrum’ (extended
emission, double structures, and predominantly radio galaxies). In view of unification models
which posit that radio quasars and BLLac objects are end-on versions of radio galaxies, such a
dichotomy makes no sense; and the derivations of space densities have dubious interpretation.
1 The paradigm
Two anisotropic effects give rise to the unified view of quasars and radio galaxies [10, 11]:
relativistically-beamed twin jets feed the double lobes of powerful radio sources [12], and the
black-hole/accretion disk system is shrouded in a dusty torus whose axis is aligned with the
radio axis [13]. A radio galaxy with double lobes is seen when the system is viewed side-
on. As lines-of-sight approach the axis, the torus opening reveals the light of the nuclear
black-hole/accretion-disk system which comes to dominate the galaxy light to produce a quasi-
stellar object. When lines-of-sight coincide closely with the axis, Doppler enhancement of the
relativistically-approaching radio jet leads to its compact flat-spectrum radio emission domi-
nating the extended emission. Such ‘core-dominated’ quasars show superluminal motions in
the jet structures as revealed by repeated VLBI observations (e.g. [14]).
Recognition of these two mechanisms has given rise to the two current paradigms of radio-
source unification, based on FRI and FRII radio galaxies [15] as the two parent populations.
The FRI radio galaxies show the two regions of highest surface brightness in radio emission
along the jets feeding the double radio lobes; they are generally less powerful than the FRIIs,
and do not show strong optical/UV emission lines. The core-dominated counterparts are BLLac
objects [16, 17]. The powerful FRII galaxies show the brightest regions at the extremities of the
double lobes and have strong emission lines; their projected counterparts are steep-spectrum
quasars (at angles to the line-of-sight permitting a view of the nucleus), and core-dominated
quasars when the line-of-sight coincides closely with the radio axis.
The first step in our analysis (described in detail in [7, 8]) is to estimate space densities as
a function of epoch for the two isotropically-radiating parent populations, the FRI and FRII
radio galaxies. As these objects dominate low-frequency radio surveys, we use counts from
the 3C and 6C (151 MHz) surveys and the 3CRR luminosity distribution ([18] and R. Laing,
private communication; see Figure 1) to derive space densities following the procedure of Wall
et al. [19]. A parametric representation of luminosity-dependent density evolution (Figure 1)
is chosen to mimic the evolution found by Shaver et al. [20], and we determine the best-fit
parameters through a downhill simplex minimization process.
Figure 1: Left: Luminosity distributions for the 26 FRI (cross-hatched) and the 137 FRII
(hatched) radio sources in 3CRR. Right: Space density enhancements for the FRII parent
population determined from optimized model parameters over the range of log(P151 MHz) shown.
The second step was to ‘beam’ these parent populations to determine the contribution
they make to the beamed flat-spectrum populations found in higher-frequency (ν ≥ 1 GHz)
surveys. We adopt the simplest possible beaming models, characterised for each of the two
populations by two parameters, a Lorentz factor describing the speed of ejection and the ratio
of the (rest-frame) fraction of beamed core emission to total emission. Using Monte Carlo runs
randomly-orienting the parent sources, source-count predictions together with the proportion
of beamed objects involved can be made at all frequencies. We use the minimization procedure
to determine the beaming parameters providing the best prediction of the source counts at
5 GHz (Figure 2).
2 Results and discussion
For the parent populations, the new analysis of space densities now based on their completely-
defined luminosity distributions finds three essential features. (1) Powerful evolution is required
for the FRII population; in our parametric representation of evolution as exp(Mτ) with τ as
look-back-time, Mmax = 10.9 for the most radio-luminous FRII galaxies. (2) This density
enhancement peaks at z
c
/2 and tapers off to a redshift cutoff z
c
(Figure 1). We obtain z
c
= 5.6;
Figure 2: Left: the 5-GHz source count in relative differential form. The solid line shows the
fit from optimization of the space density description and beaming parameters. Populations 1
and 3 represent FRII galaxies, populations 2 and 4 the relativistically-beamed quasars and
BLLacs from these parents; population 5 the FRI parent population; and population 6 the
BLLac objects, the beamed products from these. Line 7 represents the starburst-galaxy pop-
ulation which comes to dominate counts below 1 mJy. Right: the proportions of these same
populations making up the total count at all flux levels. Note the rapid increase of starburst
objects below 1 mJy.
the fit with this value is superior to the fit with no redshift cutoff at the 99.9% level of signif-
icance. (3) The FRI population shows little or no evolution (M ≈ 0), in agreement with the
relative uniformity of space density found for BLLac objects ([21] and references therein).
As for the beaming models, we find an optimum value of Lorentz factor γ = 8.5 for the radio
quasars which are the beamed products of the FRII parents; the BLLac objects which are the
beamed products of the FRI parents show γ = 15.0. These values are not dissimilar from those
determined from VLBI observations of superluminal sources [22].
The analysis accounts for major features of the source statistics from a population definition
which is physically meaningful. The increasingly broad ‘evolution bump’ in the source counts
as survey frequency is raised comes about naturally through the increasing intrusion of beamed
(flat-spectrum) objects. Despite the simplicity of assumptions, the limited data defining the
luminosity distribution and the small number of parameters, the data are well described, as
shown in Figure 2. Other tests are successful [8], including source-count prediction at different
frequencies and the proportion of compact objects and broad-line objects as a function of flux
density.
The success of the model demonstrates that essentially all radio AGN detected in sky surveys
above 1 mJy may be encompassed by the unification hypothesis: quasars and BLLac objects
are double-lobed radio galaxies seen end-on. At smaller flux densities, the population of AGN
declines and is replaced by the emergent population of starburst galaxies (Figure 2).
There are deficiencies. The model over-predicts counts at faint levels; better estimates of
the local luminosity function and of the starburst-galaxy evolution (e.g. [23]) should be incor-
porated. Moreover it is now known that the redshift cutoff found for core-dominated objects
[20] is a function of radio luminosity; the cutoff moves to lower redshifts as radio luminosity de-
creases [24]. At the highest radio luminosities the space density profile with redshift resembles
the behaviour of the star-formation rate with epoch as determined by Steidel et al. [6]. The sim-
plistic ‘opera house’ models of figure 1 require modification accordingly. Finally VLBA/VLBI
surveys of core-dominated quasars show that there is a range in jet speed [25] with median
values lower than those found here. How these are related to the ‘apparent’ jet speeds found
here requires further consideration. Such modifications are unlikely to destroy the basic tenet
of the analysis, that essentially all AGN found in radio surveys above 1 mJy can be described
by unified (orientation-dependent) schemes. The modifications will refine the definition of the
AGN space-density profile, and at such time the implications for associations between the AGN
phemomena and starburst activity may emerge with greater clarity.
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